Target Shooting

Feinwerkbau Air Pistols

Using the most modern manufacturing techniques all components for the products are produced in the
factory by Feinwerkbau. Only high-quality raw materials are used to produce best quality products for your
ultimate performance success.
Employees with many years of experience and technical know-how produce air pistols made for top
performance.
Feinwerkbau - precision for your success!

FWB P44 Air Pistol

Model P44 is the Feinwerkbau highest quality compressed air pistol featuring
an exposed barrel. Besides elegant design the air pistol is designed to perform
due to its high-quality technical features and the best finish. The recoil impulse is
nearly eliminated by the integrated absorber. The recoil impulse is compensated
via a tungsten alloy piston working in the plane of the barrel. Barrel ports and the
Feinwerkbau muzzle brake on the front-end of the barrel additionally improve
shooter control. The sighting radius of this air pistol can be varied in length and
the grip angle can be shifted from -15° to +15°. The three-dimensional-grip is
available in five different sizes and as a right or left-handed version. The grip can
be rotated horizontally as well as vertically. The trigger point is finely adjustable.
The trigger slack weight is adjustable from 220 to 500 grams. The trigger release
weight is adjustable between 80 and 300 grams. The air pistol trigger shoe can
be rotated and swivelled. Furthermore it can be tilted via a ball and is therefore
adjustable in three dimensions, giving the shooter total control before shooting
– and this with a total weight of only 950 grams. Be inspired by the innovative
functioning of the trigger components and the high-quality finish of this air pistol.
The P44 is delivered in a special transport case including one compressed-air
cylinder with integrated manometer.

FWB P44 Air Pistol (Short)

Model P44 is also available with a short barrel. The weight is reduced with a
shorter barrel and a shorter compressed-air cylinder weighing only 870 grams.
The quality and the trigger system remain as on the Model P44. The sight
line is adjustable from 310 to 345 mm. The air pistol is delivered in a lockable
special transport case with one short compressed-air cylinder with integrated
manometer.
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Target Shooting

Feinwerkbau Air Pistols
FWB P11 Air Pistol

The Air Pistol Model P11 is a perfect addition to the Air- PistolProgram from Feinwerkbau!
Due to the short sight radius of only 290mm (260mm on
model P11 Piccolo), the air pistol model P11 offers very
stable aiming on target and minor trembles can be easily
compen¬sated.
The low total weight of 730g (690g on Model P11 Piccolo)
offers relaxed training and promises more performance in
competition.
The extremely precise trigger offers various possibilities for
adjustment. If necessary, the sight line can be tilted up to +/5° with only a few adjustments.
The universal use of the model P11 is possible due to the
beech wood ambidextrous grip, an ideal club gun and at a
favourable price!
The shorter lighter version of the P11, the “Piccolo” is ideal for
smaller shooters and an ideal club gun where there are smaller shooters who have trouble holding the heavier models.

FWB P58 Air Pistol (5 Shot)

The Model P58 is the five-shot air pistol from Feinwerkbau.
Beside an exclusive design, this air pistol includes elaborate
technical innovations. The trigger shoe of this pistol can be
rotated and swivelled and is adjustable in height and length
of pull. The anatomically shaped three-dimensional walnutgrip enables individual adaption to the shooter’s hand. The
front sight base is prepared to accept different front sights
and with the aid of the adjustable notch of the rear sight best
possible competition-results can be achieved. The Model P58
is delivered with a practice magazine ideal for dry-firing.
Delivered with single-shot and a five-shot-magazines. The
air pistol is supplied in a special transport case including one
compressed-air cylinder with integrated manometer.
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